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NEWS UPDATE - Mike Craft
It is with sadness that I write this last News Update as
Secretary of EVRA. I do not wish to infringe on the musings
of Vince Morris, but a lot of water has flowed under the
bridge since 2000.
I was asked then by Martin Miller to remove a number of
saplings in Wirksworth Yard, because I was a trained chain saw
operator. A total of eight volunteers joined us on that first day. Sadly some are no longer
with us. We stood in several inches of water cutting down small saplings, when I noticed
sparks coming from the chain - I was trying to cut through a buffer stop covered in ivy!
I also recall Martin attempting to burn everything including aerosols, glass jars etc.
We worked hard and enjoyed ourselves in those early years; then we became more
professional as we had to, running trains for the public, but losing some of the
camaraderie - that’s progress I suppose. Don’t get me wrong I have enjoyed being
Secretary and working on the railway.
It is now time for other Trustees to take on the running of the Association. Ian Bowley
has taken on the work of Company Secretary and Lindsey, his wife, has taken on Minutes
Secretary and will become Treasurer in the new financial year next April. Ian has also
taken over the organisation of the steam driving experiences, relieving Pat of one of
her jobs.
I will continue with the projects for which I remain responsible, for example a start has
been made on phase 1 (EVRA’s part) of the building. In order to save money several
of the coach volunteers are constructing the timber work for the stud walls.
During the sixteen years before the legacy there were some difficult times when it was
necessary to decide which bills to pay and which to leave and several people helped
with loans. One of those was John Blackmore, who died recently. Without his support
over several years, Henry Ellison would not have been finished. He was a staunch
supporter of the railway, both WyvernRail and EVRA, and manned the Booking Hall for
several years, until computers came along, as well as standing firm as the car park
attendant on Wirksworth Festival days in all weathers. EVRA and the railway have a
great deal for which to thank John.
Cider with Rosie was a great success again and one of the large groups of guests has
already indicated they will come again next year! As I write this, the last bar on the SO
is tomorrow, another successful year, thanks to all those who have volunteered to help.
Good news on the Narrow Gauge - two new operators have been trained and will be
running it over the Model Railway Exhibition weekend.
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SALES MATTERS - Pat Craft
This summer steam for two and then three days a week and the diesel gala in August
boosted sales and the turnover of books has been good – occasionally the dining room
carpet sees the light, but again the donations of books, maps and other items of all
sorts has kept us all fit! We are grateful to all those who donate items – a large number
of crafted pictures, cards, craft materials and books donated recently has sold well. To
be fair I never know what will sell till we try it and sometimes I am surprised, but
generally most things do because we have such a range of things that there is
something for everyone.
E-bay book sales by Ann and Alan Alldred continue well and sales of model railway
items by John Kelsey yielded another cheque for over £500 recently.
Our best wishes go to Vince Morris, who prices railway books for us, who is at home
recuperating from an operation.

WYVERNRAIL UPDATE - Mike Evans.
We find ourselves at the end of the summer once again! The visiting Jinty 47406 once
again proved to be very popular over the summer period and worked 25 out of the
booked 30 steamings, unfortunately failing on 5 occasions with various issues. The
Fridays in August when 47406 ran were very well attended indeed.
Passenger numbers continue to rise steadily but the odd very hot and wet days
which always seem to occur on a Bank Holiday has had the effect of reducing
revenue sometimes.
The August Diesel Gala was the busiest ever seen at the EVR with 6 diesels booked to
run, all based here. The event undoubtedly moved us up the Diesel Gala league table
again. We are now looking forward to the Model Railway Exhibition which has been
re-introduced to the events calendar this year.
In November the line between Shottle and Duffield will be under possession to enable
the Permanent Way team to complete some heavy re-sleepering. Each Saturday and
Sunday will therefore see 3 trains per day run between Wirksworth and Shottle using a
Barclay steam locomotive and a Class 08 top and tail. This has brought about another
set of priorities as we will be using steam heating for the first time.
There is potential for the Santa trains to operate as a 6 car DMU this season with a
grotto in the 3 car and another grotto in the 2 car should there be demand. We will also
be providing a single unit for passengers wishing to travel without children who just
fancy a ride. Obviously if we need to go ahead with the extra capacity, it will mean we
now require two Santas, Train Managers and Grotto Helpers on each day, so if you
know anybody who can help or you are able to volunteer yourself for any of these
roles, please speak to Leigh about it.
Moving away from events, we have several projects lined up to keep moving the railway
forward. Shottle signal box base is now nearly complete and the two level
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crossing boxes will shortly be fitted with lighting, heating and gas rings for tea making
etc. A volunteer has come forward to fund a 20 feet extension to the Maintenance
Facility which will allow it to house 6 coaches, instead of the current three. The rear
area on the middle track will be allocated to jacks suitable for lifting steam locomotives
and there is a project in place to purchase 4 jacks suitable for lifting coaches
and railcars.
Once again many thanks to all staff and volunteers who have assisted in making this
another interesting year. It was always going to be a challenge to improve on the 150th
Gala year in 2017 but we continue to hold our own. Increasing the number of dates
where we pass trains at Shottle from 4 to 11 has put extra pressure on many groups
but as ever people are pulling to-gether and we are moving forward with optimism.

JOHN BLACKMORE - Neil Ferguson-Lee.
It is with great sadness that I must report that John Blackmore passed-away on
5th September.
‘Colonel’ Blackmore, as he was known affectionately, was a supporter of our railway
from the earliest days: often to be seen in the Booking Office on Mondays, John was a
consummate gentleman with a military background who had retired to Wirksworth.
What was not known generally was that during the period when the railway was at its
most financially vulnerable: as we restored the line but before there was sufficient
income to support the day-to-day operations: it was John Blackmore who provided
WyvernRail with a source of funding both to pay the bills and allow us to pay the
Network Rail lease in full.
John was indeed ex-military: he was an officer in the Royal Ulster Rifles and
specialised in physical training. There was one notable occasion when I saw evidence
of his military background: on the occasion the Wirksworth Festival, John was on car
park duty, ensuring that everybody who used the station yard for parking had paid. His
method was a proper military roadblock with a vehicle (John’s Vauxhall Corsa) parked
in an effective blocking position at the station entrance! You can take a man out of
the Army…
Never one to dress other than formal, Colonel Blackmore had tailored his own
burgundy jacket, embellished with the railway’s crest as seen in a photograph on the cover
taken in May 2004. John Blackmore was a true gentleman and a great supporter of our
endeavour. He will be missed and remembered with affection.

DIESEL GALA - Leigh Gration.
Our popular Diesel Gala in August didn’t disappoint. In fact, it actually surpassed the
same event last year making it our busiest event to date. We were very close to
managing six operational locomotives for the event, all of them from the home fleet.
However, the night before the event 31206 unfortunately failed with a big end bearing
problem but we quickly managed to rearrange the schedule and cover the duties with
one of the other five locomotives featuring. The event saw two Class 08s trundling to
Duffield, running on the Ravenstor line and performing brake van rides on the Platform
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1 line at Wirksworth which were certainly very popular. 08605 hadn’t ran in preservation
and was a draw with the enthusiasts. It is weird to think that this time last year we were
scratting around for a shunting locomotive and now we have two of the ultimate shunter!
31601 “Devon Diesel Society” made its debut as a preserved locomotive and ran
flawlessly for the whole event as well as many turns since. This locomotive operated
alongside ‘stalwart’ 33103 “Swordfish” and the recently-arrived Class 73 electro-diesel
73210 “Selhurst”. The latter proving to be more popular with the enthusiasts than
expected although I suppose it is not often you get a Class 73 this far north!
The event featured the usual array of top and tail trains, double heading and swapping
about which adds plenty of variety to the weekend. This started with a Class 08 trundle
on the first train at 09:15 and culminated on the Saturday with a fish and chip special.
There was an apprehension in the air due to the works on the main line at Derby. It is
well known that a lot of the visitors for these events come on the train to Duffield and
we were concerned that the disruption may have put them off, but happily this wasn’t
the case!
The Diesel loco running season has drawn to a close and has been generally very
successful. We have had enthusiasts bringing us plenty of repeat business with some
coming virtually every Tuesday. We extended their running season through Saturdays
in September and they too have been popular.
We now benefit from a great depth of skills and knowledge on Diesel locomotives
which our volunteers have picked up through their day jobs. We’re very lucky to have
these skills and it is a testament to them that it has been such a successful season for
the locos.

WIRKSWORTH STATION APPEAL - John Hastings-Thomson.
Firstly many, many thanks for the magnificent response to the appeal launched in the
last EE. So far I have received donations or pledges for nearly £18,000, so well on the
way to the initial target of £25,000! I am busy processing all the paper work so if you
haven’t heard from me yet be patient with me, I do appreciate your generosity.
I have had a number of enquiries about gift aiding contributions. The situation is that if
you receive incentives for your contributions above (a very low level) you cannot gift
aid your contribution. All the incentives we are offering are above the limits set by the
Charity Commission so gift aid cannot be applied. However if you are willing to forgo
your incentives and settle for your name being placed on the Role of Honour you can
gift aid your contribution. I will be writing to all of you who have already contribution to this
effect shortly with gift aid forms.
I hope those of you who have put your forms to one side to complete later will now
reach for them and return them to me. This can be the bedrock of raising money for
this vital project. I look forward to hearing from you soon.
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Next year we have two special events to raise money for the project. There is a fund
raising dinner at the Lion Hotel, Belper on Saturday 6th April. There is a three course
menu with plenty of choice plus coffee for £32 which includes a contribution to the
project. There is also a trip to The Statfold Barn Narrow Gauge Centre in Staffordshire
on Saturday 8th June. This is only open about 6 times a year, so a rare chance to
see the wonderful collection of narrow gauge locomotives from all over the world plus
enjoy rides behind many of them. Please make a note of these dates. Full details will
be mailed out with the next Ecclesbourne Express.

CORRECTION AND APOLOGY - John Hastings-Thomson.
My sincere apologies to Pat Lidgett for misspelling his name twice in the last edition of the
Ecclesbourne Express. As I regularly have my name misspelt, I know how irritating it is!

OCTOBER 100 CLUB DRAW RESULTS - Andrew Denham.
1st prize of £81.68. No. 214 A.K. Overton of Doncaster.
2nd prize of £49.01. No. 224. M.G. Kinsey of Ripley.
3rd prize of £32.67. No.169. S Harrop of Ambergate.
Many thanks to all who contributed.

DERBYSHIRE OO WAGONS

SPECIAL EDITIONS BY DAPOL
BOWN & SHAW, of Wirksworth.
4 plank wagon, red with white letters shaded
black, edition of 200 £13-00.
S. TAYLOR FRITH, of Peak Forest.
Red with white letters shaded black,
limestone load, edition of 200. £13-00
BUGGLESKELLY GAS LIGHT AND
GENERAL TRADING
Postage: £3-50 for up to 3 wagons.
Available from Bagnall Locomotive Group,
13 Trenchard Drive Buxton SK17 9JY.
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New Ejector Valve for Cathryn.
Testing the Birmingham University track relay in Wirksworth Yard.

Two of our new residents at Duffield during the Diesel Gala. - Oliver Hodgkinson.
Miniature Railway. - Ron Davenport.
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CATHRYN PROGRESS - Mike Ball.
Most of the work on Cathryn has been concentrated on the motion, wheels, axle boxes,
pistons and all that drives the locomotive. The lubrication system has been rebuilt and
improved upon by Paul and is near completion. Our two machinists, Stuart and his
apprentice Steve, have made numerous bushes and bearings including making four
cylinder drain taps machined from castings with the internal parts also made by them.
Unfortunately, with a steam locomotive if a part is missing or broken you cannot get
another off the shelf you have to repair or make it. We are lucky to have two people
with these skills. The coupling links, back and front, have been overhauled and new
bushes made. The front and rear buffers have been removed for inspection. The front
buffers have been skimmed down as they were oversized, the internal coil springs were
in good usable condition. The rear buffers require new springs which are being sourced.
Piping for the vacuum braking system has been fitted front to rear with some pipe work
into the cab.
Cathryn, in her working days, was only fitted with a simple steam brake but a locomotive
that pulls passengers needs to have a “proportional vacuum braking system”. When the
vacuum brake is applied for the coaches it also applies the locomotive steam brake
giving maximum braking force.
The necessary equipment has been obtained and partly fitted but modifications are
underway to fully fit it. The lower parts of the locomotive and internal motion have
been painted leaving all above the running board to a contractor once the boiler is fitted.
We are at a point where we are struggling to progress much further without
The problem is that the copper fire box needs repairing by welding. Copper
very specialist with only a few people with the qualification to do it, hence
We are optimistic that this will be resolved very soon and we will begin the
to steam Cathryn next year.

the boiler.
welding is
the delay.
final push

BAGNALL 2746 THE DUKE - Tim Oaks.
Our main contractor is still waiting to receive the new firebox back-head, but I gather that
the subcontractor has completed the basic pressing. The workpiece needs a further and
more subtle session to finish the job. Meanwhile the new side sheets have been stayed
and the copper tube plate is fully machined and ready to fit.
Back at Wirksworth, the coal bunker is fully bolted down and has been fitted with handrails by Mick and John. The cab roof has been trial fitted and the rear window frames
put in place; we intend to try polycarbonate glazing here. Mick has made some beautiful
replacement catches.
The saddletank turned out to have a thick layer of scale at the bottom, with no obvious way
of removing it. We asked Alen what the Army would have done and he said, “Buy another
tank!”. Instead we cut access holes at each side and cleaned the tanks out with rakes, an
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industrial vacuum cleaner with a 20 ft copper pipe and a pressure washer. The thickness
of the plate is still good and the tank is sound; the holes are being welded up by John.
Mick has fitted Shanks copper cistern bushes which have been adapted to take
water level test cocks.
Simon has been re-making the cylinder lubrication inlet, which now faces squarely
up to the cylinder block and he is also making new safety valve components using
LG4 gunmetal bought in through Derek Hawkins.
No.2 Van
After two coats of Bauxite, lettering is in progress as weather and other jobs permit.

THE MINIATURE RAILWAY
Ron Davenport and Jack Adams-Taylor.
The Wirksworth Miniature Railway has now been running for almost a year and a half,
during which time it has carried over a thousand happy passengers - both adults and
children - with the number for the Spring Bank Holiday alone totalling 170. There can
be no doubt that the railway has been a success so far, and this is probably a good
time therefore to look to the future and make plans.
From our station at the end of platform 1, we presently offer a short ride down to the
cross-over ground frame beyond Wash Green Bridge - a there-and-back distance of
about 220 yards. The current ride distance being somewhat limited, we give two return
rides per ticket, which adds up to a more impressive-sounding quarter mile or so of
miniature train travel! However, this is just the beginning, plans being well-advanced to
increase the length of the line by a further 70 yards by Christmas and by another 200
yards or so quite soon to terminate at a new platform adjacent to the Ecclesbourne
Way foot crossing where passengers would have the opportunity to alight, wander
across the fields, and return on a later train.
On the locomotive side, we operate just two - a battery-electric called “Delta”
(affectionately referred to as “Tubby” on account of its rather portly appearance) and, at
busier times, a “Wren” class Kerr Stuart narrow-gauge steam tank engine.
Coaching stock is presently limited to one sit-astride vehicle and a small sit-in
bogie coach which together can only accommodate a maximum of two adults and four
children. There is an urgent need for an extra coach, which in turn will necessitate an
enlargement of our little tin shed into which we presently have to squeeze our
existing stock.
Then last, but certainly not least, we need to properly ballast the entire line, which is
presently laid temporarily on a mixture of soil and gravel. Plenty of hard work to keep
us busy then for the foreseeable future but, hopefully, plenty of fun ahead too for
operators and passengers alike.
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PERMANENT WAY REPORT - Graham Clark.
The track and its foundation are very susceptible to environmental conditions and this
period has seen more typical weather, after the very wet spring and hot dry early
summer. We have therefore had a chance to get back to ‘normal’ maintenance tasks,
though the more intensive summer timetable means opportunities for track access are
reduced. Wednesdays continue to be the main day, though we have had a couple of
test train bookings to work around – a busy railway is a nice problem to have!
The problem with the tree and track drains at milepost 137 was finally solved by
installing a new concrete catch pit at the end of the existing drain. We placed stone
around it to provide a filter medium to allow water from the field and the trackside to
infiltrate into the drain. The embankment was then built back up with spoil taken from
the area at Shottle being cleared for new cabins. The lack of rain was very evident in
some of this material, which was like dry dust.
Some sleeper changing has been done around Barnsley Lane, fishplate oiling in
Wirksworth yard and drain clearance between 40 steps and the Derby Road bridge, but
a lot of effort has been put into preparations for a new carriage siding at Wirksworth.
This was to be the main project for the Birmingham University MSc students this year.
The new siding will lie between the existing siding that the Pullman buffet sits on and
the Ravenstor line. The work started with a survey of the site, and the easiest way to
do this nowadays is with a drone and some very clever software. Normally this would
be done by a contractor, but we were fortunate that RAIB needed to get some practice
flights with theirs and they kindly agreed to fly the site for us. They then processed the
results for us to get a 3D digital model of the site. We could then read off the coordinates
of the track and build a CAD plan of the site to work out exactly where the new points
needed to go.
We also had to sort out the materials for the new point and several days were spent
gathering this together from our stores at Shottle and Wirksworth, then setting it all out
at Wirksworth. We are still short of a few special chairs though.
The students were all keen to start on Saturday morning and set to work in several
groups. By the end of the session on Sunday, they had completed the straight route
through the new turnout and we tested it with the aluminium inspection cart that has
languished in the undergrowth at various parts of the line for a few years. The students
also planned to change a few rotten sleepers in the siding leading from platform one,
but ended up digging it out and completely relaying a short panel of track. They all
seemed very happy with their experience. We will now prepare the area for the new
siding and slide the new point into place.
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OCTOBER MUSE - Vince Morris.
This year the new crossing keeper’s cabin at Idridgehay was commissioned (see photo
in EE71). It set me thinking of what operational buildings have been on the site over
the past 150 years. When the branch was opened in 1867 Idridgehay had a goods
yard on the “down” (West) side of the “main” line. This stretched from the southern end
of the platform to the River Ecclesbourne, incorporating a passing loop. Originally the
points and signals were operated by individual levers, with no interlocking between
them. Being a single line, the trains were operated by the staff and ticket system to
prevent head-on collisions. This meant a driver could only proceed if he had
possession of the unique “staff” (a short baton engraved with the names of the stations
between which it operated). It was, therefore, not possible to have two trains
consecutively in one direction unless there was an intermediate service bringing the
staff back. To overcome the operational difficulties this caused, it was possible for a
hand-written “ticket” to be issued to the driver of a train provided that he had seen the
staff at his starting point, demonstrating it could not be held by a driver coming the
opposite way. However, both the lack of interlocking between signals and points and
the problem of two trains going in the same direction were overcome when the signal
box at Idridgehay was opened in 1890, south of the level crossing, opposite the
platform. This box had a ten lever frame (a lever being used to operate signals and
points using cables and pulleys) and a gate wheel to operate the level crossing. The
levers were interlocked ensuring that conflicting movements could not occur. It had
electric tablet working, whereby a token could be electrically released from an
instrument in the signal boxes at either end of a section of single track and passed to a
driver if the signalmen in both boxes operated their instrument simultaneous. No other
token could be removed until the one released was returned to either signal box. Since
each box would have several tokens it was possible to send trains in the same
direction without balancing workings. The signal box was closed in 1934 when a novel
method of working was introduced. The boxes at Duffield and Wirksworth were
retained and the whole branch could be operated as a “long” section, however at
busy times this could be split into two “short” sections: Duffield/Idridgehay and
Idridgehay/Wirksworth.
Trains could be passed at Idridgehay and the system
additionally allowed shunting at Hazelwood and Shottle. The process required the
“short” section tokens to be held at Idridgehay, released by the long token delivered by
the first train of the day and returned by the last one. To allow for this the signals at
Idridgehay were operated by a ground frame (levers at ground level, protected from the
elements by a small cabin) by the platform, with token equipment in the booking office.
The gates reverted to hand operation and the passing loop and sidings had their own
ground frames. To be continued.
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EVR TIMETABLE: October - December 2018.
For further details see website, www.e-v-r.com or printed timetable.
Day Rover Fares will be: Adults £14, Concessions £13; Children £7.00; Families
(2+3) £37. Special Event Fares may be higher.
Wirksworth to Duffield, Trains between Wirksworth and Duffield will operate on
Tuesdays, Saturdays, Sundays in October plus Thursday / Friday 25th-26th October.
The services will be provided by Heritage DMU’s. Please check the timetable or website for
further details. Steam hauled Incline Services, for which there is a small additional
charge, will run weekend 13th-14th October. Trains will also run 28th-29th December,
see website for details.

Special Events.
October 20th. EVRA AGM. Red Lion Hotel, Wirksworth. 2.00pm. It will be followed
by a presentation and discussion on progress with fund raising for the
Wirksworth Station Building Project.
Wirksworth Wizarding Day Saturday 20th October: Hogwirks Specials, see website
for details.
Winter Steam November 3rd,4th,10th,11th, 17th, 18th, 24th & 25th: The line
between Shottle and Duffield will be closed for track maintenance. Trains will run
between Wirksworth and Shottle using a Barclay steam locomotive and a Class
08 top and tail. For timetable and fares please see the web site for further details.
Santa Experience and Festive Train Rides: December 8th,9th, 15th,16th, 19th, 20th,
21st, 22nd, 23rd & 24th, see website for further details.
New Year Trains and Fizz. Tuesday 1st January 2019, see website for further details.

Full details at www.e-v-r.com or phone 01629 823076

Two Fund Raising Events for the New Wirksworth
Station Building in 2019:
Dinner: Lion Hotel, Belper Sat 6th April.
Statfold Barn Open Day: Sat 8th June.
Full details in the next Ecclesbourne Express.
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